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“What Would You Do?
A 16 year old girl comes to the clinic at 8pm requesting a Depo‐Provera shot.
Unfortunately, it is towards the end of the month and you are completely out of
stock of Depo‐Provera. You suggest that she visit one of the outlying health centers
first thing in the morning to see if they are better stocked, however the patient
explains that she is leaving the next day for the United States and won’t have time to
visit another health center. Later, a nurse explains to you that the journey north for
an undocumented woman involves risk of rape (oftentimes by one’s own trusted
coyote), so common in fact that women take Depo‐Provera before leaving to at least
minimize the risk of pregnancy. What would you have done?
A mother comes with her 6 month‐old son with a heart condition in which he is
taking captopril 25mg, one‐fourth tablet daily. The baby becomes very fussy and
cannot sleep without the medication. The mother explains that she only has 1 tablet
left, and captopril is not available in your clinic or in the closest town 5 hours away.
She must travel to the city to buy the medication but cannot afford the bus fare and
lodging. You have no contact for the baby’s physician. What do you do?
A 50 year‐old woman with uncontrolled diabetes presents to the clinic. She is taking
the maximum dose of metformin as well as glyburide, the only two anti‐diabetic
medications on your formulary. She was recently hospitalized at a facility 3 hours
away for hyperglycemia that almost put her in a diabetic coma. It is clear that she
needs to be on insulin therapy, but the government formulary does not include
insulin and it is not carried in any pharmacies less than 5 hours by bus. In addition,
insulin is very expensive and the patient is unable to pay for neither insulin nor the
strips. What do you do?
These were just some of the scenarios that I experienced while working as
Pharmacy Director in Santa Lucia, Intibuca, Honduras. During my two years there, I
faced many challenging situations, both organizational and ethical. However, in
always putting the patient first I realized that although many barriers exist to
optimal patient care in rural Honduras, creativity and compassion go a long way.
I spent most of my time at the main clinic in Santa Lucia, a remote town near the
border with El Salvador and about 5 hours by bus to “civilization,” and 9 hours to
San Pedro Sula or Tegucigalpa, the capital. The NGO I worked for, Hombro a
Hombro, had a contract with the Honduran government so in exchange for
managing the birthing clinics and government health centers, the government
provided a meager allowance based on the number of patients seen. Although
Honduras has universal health care, the quality of care varies since the
reimbursement from the government is not sufficient to allow for optimal care. In
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addition, government officials instead of healthcare professionals in the field are the
ones making decisions regarding formulary, reimbursement levels, treatment
guidelines, etc. As you can imagine, this was a very frustrating concept for me, and I
constantly struggled to provide optimal patient care in a resource‐lacking
environment.
Work was not always frustrating, however, and I can say that I left Honduras with
many friendships, with fellow Honduran physicians, nurses, health promoters, as
well as with visiting brigade physicians and students who dedicated weeks of their
time to improving the health of the community there. In addition, I regularly keep in
touch with my good friends I made in Honduras, and have already returned once
since I wrapped up my time in April. While Honduras has received a lot of bad press
lately due to the security situation in the cities, I feel lucky that I got to know a
different Honduras, one full of friendly people that took this “chinita” in as their
own.
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